Through the Looking Glass – A Closer Look at Openness, Balance, and Disclosure

Thursday, March 22, 2018
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Washington, DC

Overview

As the coordinator of the U.S. standardization system, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) hosted this cross-stakeholder discussion of ANSI’s core procedural requirements as they relate to openness, balance, and disclosure within the American National Standards (ANS) process.

Like Alice in the famous tale, event participants used this neutral and open opportunity to take an earnest and thorough look at our system’s requirements, and come through that examination with a fresh perspective.

All were welcome to share their opinions, concerns, and recommendations – even the Jabberwock.

★ Further reading: ANSI Essential Requirements

Venue and Accommodations

National Housing Center
1201 15th Street NW
Washington, DC 20005

Contact Information

Anne Caldas
Senior Director, Procedures and Standards Administration
American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
acaldas@ansi.org